Research on the dynamometer temperature characteristics of magneto-rheological fluid dynamometer
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**Abstract:** The dynamometer measuring device through the magnetic rheological fluid self-designed, analyzes the basic characteristics of magneto rheological fluid, and then through the experimental study on the temperature characteristics of magneto rheological fluid. Dynamometer with magneto rheological fluid (MRF) was tested, in different conditions, when the system reached the steady state, temperature changes in the key points of the rotary. And through the analysis, the temperature distribution of the device was obtained, which provides the theoretical basis for the effect of temperature on transmission performance. Then, the obtained results, which can provided a good reference for the design of MRF gearing to optimum design and intelligent cooling system.
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1. Introduction

Magneo-rheological fluid\(^1\) is a new material with the future development and application value of Engineering (smart materials), good performance of magneto rheological fluid under the action of the magnetic field can generate magnetic rheological effect obvious, namely fast reversible transformation in the liquid and solid, the conversion is completed in a millisecond. In the process, the viscosity of magneto rheological fluid was continuously, also it was changed steplessly, The conversion process is very fast, and controllable, minimal energy consumption, also can realize the real-time control\(^2\).

Research on MRF was developed on the basis of electro-rheological fluid (ERF)\(^3\) together. Generally, Winslow\(^4\) found ER phenomenon in twentieth Century at the end of 40's, and this phenomenon explained by chain structure formed electric field induced solid particle interaction hindered shear flow. He also mentioned ER of magneto rheological fluid which is similar with phenomenon MRF.

It is commonly accepted that the study of the earliest of magneto rheological fluid begins with Rabinow\(^5\). Magneto-rheological fluid shear yield stress larger an order magnitude than the electro-rheological fluid, and magneto rheological fluid with good dynamic and temperature stability. Hence, the MRF has caused extensive concern in recent years.

With the improvement of the properties of magneto-rheological fluid and the development of the research, magneto rheological technology began to be used in the aerospace and mechanical engineering, automotive engineering, precision machining engineering, control engineering and other fields. It can be predicted that intelligent materials this good will lead to dramatic change of industrial technology in the next few decades. Magneto-rheological fluid and the magneto-rheological device has a great market prospect.

2. The Structure of Magnetic Rheological Fluid and Its Temperature Characteristics

Magneo rheological fluid is generally consists of three parts: ferromagnetic easy magnetization of solid particles\(^6\), liquid carrying oil\(^7\) and stabilizer\(^8\). Magnetic solid particles are made of spherical metal and ferrite magnetic materials generally (The particle size range of 5~50um). And as the carrier liquid oil continuous carrier, it is usually a good non-magnetic oil, such as mineral oil, Silicone oil, Synthetic oil etc. Good loaded liquid with zero field low viscosity, good stability at high temperature, no environmental pollution and other characteristics. The stabilizer is used to ensure that the
particles are in liquid. Stability associated with magneto rheological fluid has a reunion stability and sedimentation stability, the former to prevent particles are bonded together, and the latter to ensure that the particle with time not to precipitate, stabilizer must have special molecular structure, is provided with a magnetic particle interface to produce highly dear and force pinning function group, the other end of the elastic groups also the need for a very easily dispersed in a base fluid to the appropriate length [9].

Schematic diagram of magneto rheological fluid loading device:

Fig. 1. Magneto-rheological fluid dynamometer bench diagram.

1. frame; 2. rotating member; 3. torque sensor; 4. MRF dynamometer device

3. The Working Principle of Magneto Rheological Fluid Dynamometer

Fig. 2. Magneto rheological fluid dynamometer structure diagram.


The formula for calculating power of the rotating parts:

\[
P = \frac{nT}{9550} \tag{1}
\]

Where, \(P\): Power (KPa); \(n\): speed (r.min\(^{-1}\)); \(T\): torque (N·m);

As to formula 1, as long as they get the speed and torque of the rotating parts, the power size of the rotating parts can be obtained.

At present, the magneto rheological fluid constitutive properties of the most common view is that the magneto rheological fluid approximation considered as Bingham fluid model. Bingham model can successfully describe the mechanics model of steady shear conditions:

\[
\tau = \tau_y(B) \text{sgn}(\gamma) + \eta \gamma \geq \tau_y, \quad \gamma = 0
\]

Where, \(\eta\) is the viscosity coefficient of magneto-rheological fluid; \(\gamma\) is the shear strain rate; \(\tau_y(B)\) is dynamic yield stress, and with the increase of the magnetic induction intensity \(B\) and increased.

Fig. 3. The calculation model of the rotary magneto-rheological transmission.

In the figure, the working gap between the two rotary filled with magneto rheological fluid, its inner and outer diameter were \(R_1\) and \(R_2\), magneto rheological fluid thickness is \(h\), small and large disk speed respectively \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\), take the micro section \(dr\) in work clearance at radius \(r\), the volume of \(dv\) and the transmission of torque \(dM\) respectively

\[
dV = 2\pi rhdr
\]
\[
dM = 2\pi r^2 \tau dr \tag{3}
\]

To integral for formula (3), and ignore the magneto-rheological fluid distribution in each working gap inhomogeneity and the magnetic rheological fluid transmission efficiency, and the n slip power working space can be expressed as

\[
P = \frac{2n}{3} \pi (r_2^3 - r_1^3)(\omega_2 - \omega_1) \tag{4}
\]

The heat source of magneto-rheological transmission device mainly comes from the power loss of the friction heat,
and coil between magnetic particles, the friction heat of the bearing and the rotating seal ring. Typically, the bearing and the rotating seal ring, the heating capacity is very small, and the coil is far from the working gap, both are less impact on the distribution of magnetic rheological fluid temperature which can be ignored in the analysis.

According to the basic theory of heat transfer, transmission loss of slip power all for the rise of internal temperature, and in the heat of the working gap radius \( r \) at the rate of:

\[
Q = \frac{dM(\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{dV} = \frac{3Pr}{2nzh(r_2^3 - r_1^3)} \tag{5}
\]

Magneto-rheological fluid temperature field is a function of coordinates and time, which belongs to the nonlinear transient problem, then the cylindrical coordinates of magneto rheological fluid transient heat conduction equation \[^{[10]}\] is:

\[
\rho_m c_m \frac{\partial T_m}{\partial t} = \lambda_m \left( \frac{\partial^2 T_m}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T_m}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 T_m}{\partial \phi^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T_m}{\partial z^2} \right) + Q \tag{6}
\]

\( \rho_m \) —— The density of the material of magneto rheological fluid,

\( c_m \) —— Magneto-rheological fluid specific heat capacity

\( \lambda_m \) —— Magneto rheological fluid thermal conductivity,

\( T_m \) —— Magneto-rheological fluid temperature

\( t \) —— Sliding time,

\( z \) —— The axial size of magnetic particle layer where,

\( \phi \) —— Magneto-rheological fluid rotating plane and polar axis center angle

### 4. The Experimental Scheme of Temperature Characteristics

Three points are selected for temperature sensor. In this figure, ① is the front temperature 1, ② is for the front end temperature 2, ③ is the back-end temperature, ④ is for outlet temperature (it did not draw on the map, which is at the exit of measuring drainage dynamometer system).

In order to clearly understand the fever degree of each part of loading device, thus with better able to install water cooling system, so we conducted a series of experiments and studied the transmission under different conditions of fever.

The following charts are averaged after many experiments and results.

#### Fig. 5. Without magnetic rheological fluid.

At the condition without magneto-rheological fluid, by increasing the speed, the increase of the experimental point temperature is not obvious.

#### Fig. 6. With magnetic rheological fluid.

With magneto rheological fluid, constant current (0.15A) conditions, increase the speed, the temperature change of the four measured points is obvious, especially points ①, ② and ③. The magnitude of temperature increase is relatively large.
With magneto rheological fluid, constant speed (1800r/min) under the condition of increasing current intensity, the temperature change of the four measured points are obvious, especially points ① and ③. The magnitude of temperature increase is very large. Through the comparison of the above charts, firstly, it was described that in the current, the temperature of tested points rise faster. Secondly, In the four tested points, ①、②、③ are at high temperature, from the inner to the outer disk, the temperature distribution is a general trend of increased first and then decreased.

5. Conclusion

(1) Through temperature analysis which is based on the loading device, it can be concluded that in many conditions, real-time temperature data transmission part of the various parts of the dynamometer. Effect of temperature on magnetic rheological fluid dynamometer is obvious, but after grasp the regularity of the effect, the current can be adopted in practical application to fine tune the corresponding to the dynamometer attenuation compensation.

(2) Based on heat conduction theory, and analyzes the effect of temperature on properties of magneto-rheological transmission device by means of experimental method. The study found, when magneto-rheological transmission device temperature reaches the steady state, the minimum temperature point on the rotating shaft which is close to the transmission shaft, the highest point appears in the drive disc diameter between inside and outside, the temperature distribution is uniform; secondly, the yield stress of magnetic rheological fluid dynamic can reduce as the increase of the temperature, but because of the effect of reluctance of the magnetic circuit and extrusion enhancement, the force transmission performance can slightly improve magneto-rheological transmission device.
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